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This paper is based on results from a European research project with the aim to identifying the factors 

promoting or constraining the access, retention and non-completion of non-traditional students in 

Higher Education (HE)
1
. We focus on the struggles that actors experience forming a learning identity 

while being in HE that is further specified in the following questions: 

1. What struggles do adult learners experience in their forming of a learning identity in HE? 

2. How are these struggles related to issues of ethnicity, age, class and gender on the one hand, 

and their participation in HE on the other? 

3.  How are students learning identities related to different academic cultures‟ expectations and 

contexts?  

 

In this paper three institutions Stockholm University (SU), Karolinska Institutet (KI) and the Royal 

institute of Technology (KTH) are studied from a student and staff perspective. All three institutions 

(KI, KTH and SU) we have chosen are located in Stockholm, capital city, and are regarded as old 

universities.  

Changing conditions of academic culture 

Sociological theorising on academic culture takes into consideration Becher‟s (1989) distinction 

between hard vs. soft, and applied vs. pure disciplines. The dynamics of cultures and sub-cultures in 

academia is, moreover, theorise with the help of Bourdieu‟s concept of habituses of academics 

(Bourdieu, 1984). Depending on the disciplines position in the field exclusive, ambivalent, pragmatic 

and inclusive habitus are possible to discover (see Alheit, n/d). Academic culture can be presented by 

policy changes within HE both within academia as well as concerning access and students intake. 

Academic culture of Swedish HE is based on two traditions: the modern research university of 

Humboldt tradition and the Anglo-Saxon teaching university (Bron & Talerud, 2005). The first has as 

the main aim to produce knowledge and research; and educate students to knowledge seekers and 
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researchers. The other is generally teaching oriented and meant to produce professionals who can 

serve society. Thus, technology, medicine, social and care professions, law and teaching professions 

are the main concern of this approach. To understand the Swedish HE is to see how these two 

traditions are combined and how sometimes they contradict each other.  

Changing the staff composition, from traditional professors and assistants, when universities were few 

and HE was directed towards elite and research (in a German style), to more teaching universities and 

open to wider groups, made an impact on HE institutions‟ culture. In 1958 lecturer position (holders of 

PhD) for teaching undergraduates was introduced, while professors were meant to lead research and 

supervise PhD students. This tradition is still present in the Swedish HE and supported by non-

academic institutions, previously without research tradition, which became a part of HE. At the same 

time another paradigm, where both research and teaching are combined, became a core of academic 

culture in more traditional institutions. This creates some tensions between staff in professional 

oriented institutions/programmes and academic/research oriented institutions. 

The three studied institutions (SU, KI & KTH), represent different cultures and sub-cultures. To use 

Becher‟s distinction natural sciences are seen as pure and hard disciplines directed by the paradigm of 

casual explanation (exclusive habitus); classical sciences and humanities as pure and soft disciplines 

guided by understanding and interpretation (ambivalent habitus); technical sciences as hard and 

applied directed towards development and application of techniques and products (pragmatic habitus), 

but also hard and pure (exclusive habitus)
2
; and in the end applied social sciences as soft and applied 

with the aim to serve professional practice in interactive contexts (inclusive habitus)
3
. 

Swedish HE system went through many changes and reforms in the last 60 years. The policy was 

directed towards opening of HE to new groups of students, so called non-traditional students. From 

2001, is directed towards opening HE to more young students and gradually closing possibilities for 

mature students. There was an expansion of HE institutions; more occupational programmes than 

general education for degree, and still, but not so many free courses to which students can apply 

without being forced to take a degree. Swedish students‟ body composition has changed due to policy 

and reforms in HE (Bron & Lönnheden 2004). The opening of HE to more students resulted in femini-

zation of HE. More than 60 percent of applicants are women. In the academic year 2007/08 57 percent 

of all entrants (87,000) were women. This pattern remains since 19977/78, when post-secondary 

programmes moved into HE sector. They had a predominance of women (HSV, 2009:23R). Even if 
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changes brought more women to academic staff, the dynamic is not as with students. Women are 

generally less, but more in lower positions, and less in natural sciences, medicine and technology).  

HE, both research and teaching is financed by public funding and the private sector. Sweden ranks 

relatively high in international comparison of expenditure on HE as a proportion of the GDP.
4
 HE is 

free of charge for students
5
. Very good system of study loans is in operation since 1960-ties, as part of 

public funding, which contributed to openness of HE to groups otherwise excluded. 

Definition of learning identities 

Identities can be seen as formed in the relation between agency and structure assuming an individual 

to be the acting agent (Giddens, 1984). How individuals are defining his/her identity is depending on 

different contexts and previous experiences (Mead, 1934). Identity is also related to social 

background, i.e. class, ethnicity, gender and age. We have earlier found three explanatory types of 

identity forming in HE: integrated multiple, floating and adopted. An integrated multiple identity is a 

story of oneself as a multiple person with different life experiences that exist parallel to each other and 

at the same time integrated. A floating identity is present in stories of struggles between who I am and 

supposed to be in relation to different experiences and expectations. In having a floating identity adults 

seem to be insecure and commute from one identity to another, they have different „MEs‟. Finally, an 

adopted identity is found in stories where different backgrounds and experiences are hidden behind a 

coherent presentation of one single identity related to each new situation. The three types of identities 

could be seen as temporary in relation to different situations in life (Bron, Edström & Thunborg, 

2010).  

A learning identity is specifically related to “how actors experience themselves as learners”. To 

become a learner in HE is discussed in terms of how students relate themselves as agents, structured 

by their social background and previous learning experiences to the specific educational academic 

institution, and their expectation of how to be a good student in that context. In relation to expectations 

of being a good student, being a learning failure or an instrumental learner has been found as a contrast 

(Thunborg & Edström, 2010).  

Changes in learning identities are conditioned by learning crises. Bron (2000) uses the concept 

“floating” to understand identity crises. To be “floating” relates to an experience of being fragmented, 

without a feeling of a passed and of being unable to create a future. Floating is experienced when 
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5
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people are confronted with a new culture as a consequence of changing life settings such as moving 

from one country to another or from countryside to cities, changing education or occupation. This 

article is about struggles in forming a learning identity. In forming and changing learning identities, 

people experience struggles in relation to who they are in a specific situation or context. Transitional 

space, firstly defined by Winnicott (1971), is a concept for understanding the exploration process of 

self-negotiating that learners are involved in when trying to form and change an identity in relation to 

others. This concept is used in biographical research (Merrill & West, 2009), where there is a time for 

reflection and self-negotiation and struggles can be discovered and understood. What is more, it seems 

to be a difference between forming a learning identity as an academic or in relation to a profession 

(Edström, 2009).  

Vignettes – Institutions 

The studied institutions do not have any obvious status or hierarchy to be better than the other. Status 

differs within the institutions and not so much between them
6
.  

                                                           
6 To KTH and KI it is difficult to get a place, but easy to get good employment (civil engineering and industrial economy), 
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Karolinska Institutet -KI  

Karolinska Institutet was founded in between 1810 and 1811, as a training centre for army surgeons. 

Since 1968 the name is 'Karolinska Institutet'. It is one of Europe's largest medical universities
7
 KI 

having a tradition of applied sciences which has gradually become more research and theory oriented 

(applied/hard). In 2006 there were 5.851 undergraduate and master students (77 percent women and 23 

percent men) and 2.801 doctoral students. Among the beginners 44 percent were under 25 years old, 

86 percent participated in programmes while 14 percent in separate courses. Among the beginners, 21 

percent had a working-class background, 32 percent had an immigrant background and 37 percent had 

parents with a high level of education (Högskoleverket, 2007). 17 percent of the professors were 

women and 83 percent men in 2006. KI is specialised in Medicine and Nursing. The University offers 

23 different educational programmes. Most of them are professional exams
8
.  

We chose two programmes: biomedicine and physiotherapy. The first includes pure/hard disciplines, 

has an exclusive habitus and an unclear description of a job profile. The second includes applied/hard 

disciplines with a pragmatic habitus where students are trained to a profession they have a very clear 

description of and that leads to medium level care profession. Both programmes have many applicants 

per place and are not easy to get access to. 

Stockholm University – SU 

In 1878, the Stockholm University College started its operations as a series of public lectures in 

natural sciences
9
. In 1904, the college became an official degree granting institution, and by 1960 

received a university status, and became Sweden's fourth state university. Its status and reputation is 

based on being a capital city university
10

. SU has a tradition of free research disciplines (natural 

science and humanities: pure/hard, and pure/soft) and have fifteen main profiles in Natural, humanities 

and Social Science (www.su.se /pub/jsp/polopoly.jsp?d=3926). In 2006 SU had about  39.000 stu-

dents, 36 percent in Social Sciences, 27 percent in Humanities, 12 percent in Law, 12 percent in 
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 According to the 2009 Academic Ranking of World Universities by Shanghai Jiao Tong University, KI is the highest 

ranked university in Clinical Medicine and Pharmacy in Europe, 8th in the world, and Sweden's highest ranked university in 

all categories. 

8
 The largest programmes are the nursing programmes at ground and master levels, medical school for physicians and 

physiotherapist. Other are e.g. occupational therapists, midwife, biomedicine (master), biomedicine (analyser), science of 

public health (master), speech therapist, medicine informatics (master), optician, psychotherapist, trained nurse in 

radiotherapy dental hygienist, dentist, dental technician, toxicology (master), university degree, bachelor and master degree. 

9
 A tradition still supported by yearly publicly open lectures. 

10
 Stockholm University (SU) became one of the largest universities in Sweden the 1st of January 2008, with approximately 

52.000 students, when Teacher Training College was integrated to the university. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_college
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Academic_Ranking_of_World_Universities
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Science, 7 percent other subjects and 6 percent Technical subjects. 60 percent of the students were 

women and 40 percent men.  43 percent were under 25 years old while 57 percent were 25 years old or 

more. 76 percent were enrolled in courses and 24 percent in two to five year study programmes 

(www.su.se/pub/jsp/polopoly.jsp?d=3807&a=13337). Due to employees, 22 percent of the professors 

were women and 78 percent men in 2006. 

We have chosen two programmes: the Biology programme (including chemistry) and the Programme 

for Social Work. The first is a hard/pure science, with an exclusive habitus without a clear job 

description, where it is easy to get access to start. The second is based on soft/applied disciplines with 

an inclusive habitus and a clear job description where it is harder to get access to start. 

The Royal Institute of Technology - KTH  

The Royal Institute of Technology (Kungliga Tekniska högskolan, KTH) was founded in 1827 in 

Stockholm as Sweden's first polytechnic institution and one of the leading technical universities in 

Europe; highly respected worldwide, especially in the domains of technology and natural sciences. 

KTH have tradition of applied sciences which gradually became more research and theory oriented 

(applied/hard).  KTH offers about 70 different educational programmes. The largest programmes are 

within Architectural and Civil Engineering with more than 51 % of the students
11

. In 2006 there were 

12.093 undergraduate and master students and 1.444 doctoral students. KTH had 2802 employees 

(www.kth.se/om/fakta/l.3488?l=en_UK). Due to the employees, 6 percent of the professors were 

women, and 94 percent men (Högskoleverket, 2007). In 2006, 27 percent of the students were women 

and 73 percent men. 83 percent participated in programmes while 17 percent in separate courses. 

(www.kth.se/dokument/om/redovisningar_rapporter/ar06.pdf). Among the beginners in undergraduate 

studies, 17 percent had working-class background, 27 percent had immigrant background and 41 

percent had parents with a high level of education (Högskoleverket, 2007).We contacted students from 

civil engineering and teacher education programme, and from Industrial economy and production. 

Both are hard and applied disciplines with pragmatic habitus, but the second is a shorter HE pro-

gramme. 

Vignettes Students  

The paper is based on biographical interviews with six adults with other ethnical background than 

Swedish, studying in HE in Sweden chosen from a sample of over seventy interviews with non-

traditional students. They are here called Emma, Erika, Elin, Edward, Eva and Edit.  
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 They also arrange courses for further education (6 percent of the students). (www.kth.se/ dokument/ om/ redovisningar_ 

rapporter /ar06.pdf). 

http://www.su.se/pub/jsp/polopoly.jsp?d=3807&a=13337
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Institute_of_technology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europe
http://www.kth.se/dokument/om/
http://www.kth.se/
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Emma 

Emma is twenty three years old and is getting a teacher degree and a Master in Engineering at KTH. 

Her parents are from Finland and she is really proud of her Finnish background. When Emma and her 

brother were born her parents worked at a factory in Sweden. At the age of three they moved to her 

grandmother in Finland and when her parents separated, on to her father in the northern part of 

Finland. Emma started school in Finland but learnt Swedish while visiting her mother. At the age of 

ten she and her brother moved to her and her new family in a suburb outside Stockholm. After a short 

time in a public Swedish school that she found lacking discipline, she went to a bilingual Swedish-

Finnish school which she enjoyed. She was a good pupil and liked her teacher that was strict but also 

engaged in teaching Emma Swedish without a Finnish accent. However she always speaks Finnish at 

home. Emma has worked all holidays since she was ten to become independent even if she still lives 

with her mothers‟ family. She started Higher education directly after finishing upper secondary school. 

Her boyfriend is a top student at KTH and inspired her to study there. She now is in her last year, not a 

top student, but good enough to get her exams one semester earlier. She appreciates the tough teachers 

but dislikes the competitions among students. She was really disappointed when a fellow student stole 

her laboratory report in the beginning of her studies. After that, she found it difficult to become friends 

with other students. She sees herself as an honest, ambitious student that likes to learn hard facts. She 

wants to work as an engineer but she wants her boyfriend to start his working career before her 

because she thinks family life is very important to her. 

Erika 

Erika is twenty six years old, studying her first semester for degrees in Teaching and Master of 

Science in engineering. She was born and grew up in a working class area, in a middle sized city in 

Sweden with a Polish mother, a Swedish father and a half-brother on her mothers‟ side. Her father was 

as a construction worker and her mother worked in a restaurant kitchen, but her father was receiving 

an early-retirement because of illness. Erika sees herself as her fathers‟ girl. He wanted to have her by 

himself and forbad her mother to speak Polish with her. When Erika was fourteen her mother got 

cancer, than they got a closer contact with each other. A short time after that her mother died. Erika 

went to a rather poor school but managed it alright. After secondary school she started to work as a 

receptionist but wanted to give her future children a better start in life. She therefore started to study at 

KTH in Stockholm. When her father became ill she droped-out from her studies, to take care of him, 

until he died. She worked at a hotel during that time. A year ago she went back to study at KTH. At 

her first week she changed educational programme and missed the introduction ceremonies at KTH. 

After that she feels like an outsider. Erika wants to become something but is not sure that engineer 

and/or teacher are the right choice. She also thinks of becoming a Police or an economist. However, 
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she feels that KTH as the university has a good reputation. She is anxious to turn back to her Polish 

inheritance, has started studying Polish and is searching for her Polish relatives. 

Elin 

Elin is a nine teen years old student in Biology at Stockholm University, born in Sweden, raised by her 

mother from Finland. She speaks Finnish as well as Swedish, feels like a Swede when in Finland and 

as a Fin in Sweden. She has both a Swedish and a Finnish citizenship, the Swedish one she got recent-

ly. Her mother worked as a cleaning lady before getting an early-retirement because of work related 

injuries. Elin meets her father rarely and feels that they do not really know each other. Her mother has 

not been able to help her with her schoolwork since she was about fourteen. Elin envies people that 

have parents that have been studying. She wants to help others with the same background as hers and 

have put up leaflets at her former school. She has a nerdish interest in Biology and has been watching 

nature programmes on TV as well as experimenting with flowers and studying birds since she was a 

child. When starting to study Biology she was disappointed when she could not find any nerds like 

herself. Elin thinks that she is good enough as a student. She has easy to learn names on flowers and 

insects and feels really happy when she is passing a flower and put it in the right family. She finds it 

difficult to learn abstract things and all the social codes in student‟s life. Elin has suffered from 

allergies since she was a kid. Under her first year in Higher education she is getting much better, when 

she had to go on a study trip in Biology to look at insects she could eat like everybody else. Elin is 

struggling both in who she is and how she fits in the Higher education system. She describes that she 

struggle between science and mythology. During her first year she finds out that she is not alone with 

that struggle. She also struggle with her future career of becoming academic or getting an occupation. 

She does not want to get stacked inside the university but are also afraid of having to work as a 

teacher. She does not know what to do with her knowledge elsewhere. 

Edward 

Edward is thirty seven years old, when starting to study for a Bachelor in Social work, at Stockholm 

University. He was born in Australia, grown up in England from the age of two with an English 

mother and Scottish father. He has an ex wife, a son and a daughter in England and an eight year old 

son in Sweden. He is the first in his extended family to study in higher education. Edward was not a 

top student in England. He cannot picture himself in England as being a student, even if he after one 

years of studying feels that he is a role model for his teenagers in England. He came to Sweden 

because of a girlfriend and started a record shop after a few days. He supports himself by a study loan 

and savings, and is doing fine, but is a little bit worried about the last study year. His studies, including 

learning Swedish is important to him, and after his first year he has done well. He is surprised by the 

variation in quality in HE. One course was excellent another was a disaster. From the outside the 
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excellent course looked as a real boredom, where, one lecturer was talking for three hours at the time 

about the classics in Sociology without even a pause but this person really knows what he is talking 

about. Edward thinks that if he had been younger he would have been stacked in Sociology. He 

describes the exam in the course as really difficult but so interesting that he wrote a whole essay in 

Swedish and got an A. In the bad quality course the teacher, that was a social worker herself, was not 

competent at all. The course became a “flop” and when trying to form a protest group he found out 

that his student mates are products of the “individualistic era”. Edward is not engaged in student life, 

“he is there to learn and not to drink”. He is also separating his different lives from each other. He has 

some student friends that he is studying with, he sometimes meet with his old music friends and he is a 

lone father. He has no interest in mixing his lives because “they all only have me in common and that 

is not enough!” 

Eva 

Eva is twenty eight years old studying her last year in Biomedicine at KI. She was born and grew up in 

Malmoe, the third Swedish city, with her mother. Her parents moved to Sweden from former 

Yugoslavia during the 1960
th
 as labour immigrants. Her mother worked in a warehouse of a bakery but 

is now retired. She never learnt Swedish. Eva sees herself as very different from her mother. She has 

always been good at school even if she went to a misery school. In upper secondary school she wanted 

to become a writer so she started studying literature at the university. She then mixed university 

studies of different kinds with unqualified jobs. She became interested in the human body and attended 

an education in massage. She also applied for becoming a physician at KI. As she did not manage to 

get in she started to study Biomedicine. Eva struggles with the academy. She sees herself and her 

friends as intellectuals although they are not all academics. She is studying by herself and misses co-

working with other students. She is critical, not to the education, but to the academic context. The 

language is in her opinion, a way to exclude people. She does not want to be judged and market 

herself in the academy. She thinks that she is as good as anyone, bud struggle on the same time with 

her self-confidence. She is interested in creating new knowledge but not in having academic prestige. 

Despite this, she wants to join the doctorial program and struggle to get access. She envies students 

with another background who know how to act within the academy.  

Edit 

Edit is thirty four years old studying to become a physiotherapist at KI. She was born and grew up in a 

middle-class family in Stockholm with a father that came as a Jewish refugee from Finland during the 

Second World War, and a Jewish mother from Denmark. Edit‟s family is international, speak several 

languages and have relatives all over the world. Her mother died some years ago and her father is now 

retired in France. None of her parents studied in higher education. Edit went to a French-speaking 
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school because her family loved the country, even if they were not French speaking themselves. Edit 

had difficulties with the language and hated school. From this she has an opinion of herself not being a 

good student. She finished upper secondary school and worked as a waitress in different restaurants. 

After several years she got a chronic injury in her back and went to physiotherapists for several years. 

Suddenly she discovered a future occupation as a physiotherapist. She went to the municipal adult 

education and discovered that she did have a good head for studying after all. She is in her last 

semester and has had some struggles in adapting because of her injured back and her experiences of 

being a bad learner. She has got good support from her teachers but have troubles with being judged in 

exams. In the future she wants to help people with pain. Edit is not regarding herself as an academic. 

She is just getting a profession, becoming something outside the academy. 

Analysis of students’ stories 

What struggles do adult learners experience in their forming of a learning identity in HE? In the 

stories‟ we have found struggles relating to being a student in HE in general, learning and becoming 

an academic vs. a professional. These struggles are further related to ethnicity, class, age and gender as 

follows. 

Struggles related to being a student in HE 

In Emma, Erika, Elin and Eva‟s stories there are examples of struggles related to how they fit into the 

social life at the universities. They all describe themselves as outsiders in different respects. For Emma 

the competition is hard to bear, Elin finds the social codes very hard and for Eva the academic prestige 

is unbearable. Elin and Eva express that they envy students that have parents studying in HE, who 

could have helped them in their studies. They have had to learn everything by themselves and are not 

at all familiar with the strategies used by students from more traditional homes.  

 

The students seeing themselves as outsiders in HE, also tend to learn by themselves rather than 

together with other co-students. Emma, Erika, Elin, Eva and Edit are all studying mostly by 

themselves. Emma, Elin and Eva see themselves as good enough as students but are also referring to 

other top students. Elin thinks that she is good in learning concrete things but finds it hard with 

abstract knowledge. Edward is struggling with his Swedish but is surprised that it has gone so well. He 

is also proud that he has become an independent learner. Eva sees herself as especially good in 

creating knowledge but struggles with having to marketing herself in the academy. Edit struggle with 

the physical demanding tasks related to her back injuries and are studying hard for handling the 

anxiousness of being judged in exams.  
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In the stories the students struggle between academy and profession. Eva wants to continue to 

doctorial studies and has problems with being an outsider in the academy. Elin is worried about 

getting stuck inside the academy. On the one hand she really likes learning biology but on the other 

she thinks that academic people are stuck inside without any knowledge about the “real world”. She 

does not want to become an insider but have difficulties with thinking about how she can use her 

knowledge in Biology elsewhere. For Edit, Edward, Erika and Emma there is no struggle between 

academy and profession, they are studying to become professionals not academics. Edward is very 

interested in Sociology and argues that if he was younger he could have been stuck there, but now he 

has to make his living, and have lost that opportunity. Erika is studying without knowing if she wants 

to become an engineer. She could as well continue her studies somewhere else, but her studies is 

giving her a good reputation at the time.  

Struggles related to class, ethnicity, age and gender 

The students express struggles related to their social background. In the stories told by the students, 

the class background seems to be important. Eva, Erika, Elin and Eva are struggling with fitting in the 

academy and envy those with parents that gone through HE. The social codes, the academic prestige 

and competition feel strange to them. For Edward, he would never have had entered HE in the UK, but 

found it possible here.  

 

There are also struggles related to ethnicity in the stories. Elin and Emma, struggle between being a 

Fin vs. a Swede. They are both proud of their Finnish inheritance but lives in Sweden and are not 

really seen by others us something else than Swedish. They both speak Finnish and Swedish. For Erika 

her Polish inheritance is something that she was not allowed to develop when her father was alive. She 

is now seeking it by study Polish and searching for Polish relatives. For Edward and Edit, their 

different backgrounds seem to be integrated in being international. Edward sees himself basically as a 

“Stockholmer” with a multiple anglo-saxian background. He is learning Swedish for being able to 

work as a social worker. For Edit, the international character of her family is also a natural thing, even 

if she found it hard to cope with going to a French school when she was a kid. For Eva, even if her 

mother never learnt Swedish, she is not talking about her Yugoslavian background at all and sees 

herself as a Swede.  

 

Edward, Edit and Eva describe struggles relating to age. Eva is worried about her chances to start her 

doctorial studies because she thinks she is too old. For Edward the closing of the academic door is 

related to his age and family responsibilities. Edward and Edit sees themselves as learners more than 

students, they are there to learn not to drink. Finally there are few aspects relating to gender in the 

stories. Edward is referring to the high amount of women in his educational programme. He could be 
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the only male student starting the second year in his class. Elin, that have had easier to cope with men 

than women in life, were disappointed when finding out that most students in Biology were “boring 

blond girls”. For Emma being a good girl and prioritizing her family and her boyfriend‟s career have 

met critique from her co-students at KTH. For Edit the question of gender is mainly seen in her choice 

of subject for her bachelor thesis. She wants to study women because of the lack of research 

concerning them.  

Lecturers’ expectations and constructions of students’ identities  

Lecturers‟ expectations and constructions of students‟ identities to a great extend depend on the cultu-

re to which lecturers belong. This culture is shaped by the tradition of institutions (inner culture) and 

by new trends coming from outside, both nationally as well as globally (outer culture). In the data we 

could see two tendencies in lecturers‟ way of approaching their disciplines
12

. In traditional disciplines, 

there is a solid research orientation without any dramatically changes. These are established 

disciplines with a clear identity‟s affiliation of lecturers: programmes at SU – Biology, KI – Biomedi-

cine, KTH – Civil engineering. Among lecturers predominate professors and their main task is to do 

research. In new disciplines, SU – Social work, KTH - Industrial economy and production, KI – 

Physiotherapy, we could see the clashes between occupational/professional and academic traditions. 

Some lecturers have experience of working outside university and we can hardly see any professors, 

among them, and only very few are PhD‟s holders. Many are not involved in any research at all (lack 

of time), but their aspiration of belonging to academy is high. On one hand this is the result of higher 

education policy to make different disciplines more research oriented (academic), on the other the 

same policy (expressed by state and the labour market), that education has to lead to profession and 

occupation.  

Both approaches show the struggles that lecturers‟ experience. On the one hand, the traditional 

academic milieu does not prepare students for work outside the university and there is among students 

a frustration, and in some programmes dropout. Lecturers try to keep students by creating new courses 

and approaches
13

. On the other hand, the disciplines connected with professions struggle with their 

aspiration to make programmes more research oriented. For students, who are instrumentally driven, 

research orientation does not make any sense. Thus, from the students‟ perspective traditional app-

roach (inner discipline habitus) has difficulties to attract them. They do not want to become resear-

                                                           
12

 We conducted 37 interviews with staff at three institutions, at six different programmes and we can only talk about the 

view of these 37; they are not in any case representative for the three institutions. At biology programme, we conducted 

interviews with different lecturers from chemistry sub-disciplines and related to it. Biology students start with chemistry at 

the first year/semester. Some of course continued chemistry‟s specialisations. 

13 They even spent external research money to develop courses and teach. One course was specially advertising practical 

usefulness to attract students, but when they came all o them drop-out realizing the it was build on false promises. 
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chers, and have constant worries to find occupation (biology, biomedicine). Only civil engineers do 

not have this problem. An occupational orientation is perfect for students, but even here, lecturers have 

difficulties to make students think in a way that is more academic. Moreover, there is a problem how 

to connect theory and practice, and academic thinking with occupational logic.  

Lecturers of chemistry
14

 (with its several sub-disciplines) identify themselves as researchers in a 

hard/pure discipline where abstract thinking is fundamental. Social work
15

, SU is characterized by 

being soft/applied, but also hard, especially, if psychology is involved. At the first only male 

professors that were interviewed, at the second mostly female lecturers with the lowest academic 

positions. Biomedicine at KI is hard, pure and research orientated, while Physiotherapy is sometimes 

hard/applied and sometimes soft/applied. At the first male lecturers dominate that have the highest 

rank in academy (professors), at the second it is the reverse. Civil engineering, KTH
16

 is situated 

between hard/pure and hard/applied. But Industrial economy and production, KTH is both hard/app-

lied and soft/applied. KTH has very few female students and as a result there is a high drop-out rate of 

women as they are treated like men, one of the lecturers admitted. The staff express that women are 

brighter than men but lack confidence
17

.  

What expectation does the staff has upon the students? Who is a good student according to lecturers 

we have interviewed? What is learning according to them? At the Biomedicine programme, KI, staff 

sees good students depending on the process of their learning or their results. Good students are these 

who understand, think, are active and reflective, taking initiative in own learning, and take care of 

themselves, are self responsible, interested, goal oriented and think critically. Good students are these 

who are successful and cope with exams. The ideal is a good academic work. At the Physiotherapy 

programme, KI, good students possessed a good prior knowledge; they are communicative, initiative 

taking, self-responsible, ambitious, curios, functioning in group and ethical. The staff wants to support 

their learning environment by creating conditions, giving good premises, and taking a teacher role 

seriously. The ideal students are those who fit in an academic as well as professional work. 

For lecturers from Social Work, SU, good students are curious, serious and cooperative; bring with 

them different competencies, motivated, interested, critical and open, ambitious, flexible and working 

hard, good in writing and academic stringent, clear, searching for knowledge and reading, responsible, 

                                                           
14 In the Biology programme, SU. 

15 Several disciplines: psychology, sociology, law. 

16 Different disciplines. 

17 One female lecturer felt that she was not accepted by male students; „They don‟t want to be taught by a woman‟. This is 

especially true of international students. She has to work hard and be tough to get respect. 
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questioning lecturer, finding new way of thinking
18

. For Chemistry lecturers, SU, good students can 

learn, are motivated, committed and interested; have a good prior knowledge (mathematics), are ques-

tioning and challenging, are curious and mature (ask why question), treat studies as an intellectual 

challenge, are laborious and give time to study, are social and active in class, work independently, 

develop and show progress. For both programmes an ideal is a good academic student. 

Civil engineers, KTH see best students as self independent, interested and want to learn, but also as 

super stars, good, who questioned themselves, asking others, independent by getting information self 

and having own initiative; using full time for study; learn in-depth and are motivated, are goal 

oriented, but also social to peers, and have personality that contributes to group work, come in with 

expected prior knowledge. Successful students are well organised and disciplined
19

. Staff at Indus-

trial economy and production, KTH sees good students as motivated, who work with tasks, are good 

planners and listen to instruction; can discuss in groups; they are goal oriented, smart to get through 

examination, take time for practical tasks and exercise, also language, mathematics and physics need 

time to exercise; Cope well with studies, take a risk, questioning, working with peers, clever with 

social skills, become leaders for industry. There is a slight difference between these two ideals – the 

later is much more related to characteristic important for labour market. 

We can conclude that lecturers prefer academic skills and abilities, only in some cases they talk about 

social skills; very seldom, they relate good students to practical tasks important for their job. In 

occupational programmes, there is more emphasis on working together and in Physiotherapy on 

ethical issues. 

Lecturers whom we interviewed were asked how they viewed learning and traditional staff saw it as 

banking education. We could identify two views towards learning firstly, knowledge and research 

oriented, i.e. preparation for understanding and developing academic discipline, and secondly, 

instrumental oriented seeing learning as preparing for a practical issues, i.e. solving problems, doing 

well in labs, application in practice, engineering. However, these views are not in their pure form, but 

connected with each other. Nevertheless, intellectual abilities are more linked with learning than doing 

practical things.  

The lecturers in biomedicine at KI view learning in a big spectrum, as assimilation of knowledge, 

problems solving and contribution to knowledge, as well as skills development, and for some using 

                                                           
18 One of the lecturers thinks that it is wrong to stress the formal occupation to which the programme leads; research is also a 

possible way for students. In other words, he is against vocationalisation of the program. Interestingly the lecturer is not 

involved in research himself, and has experience from the occupation. 

19 The only female lecture says that before 27 years of age students have better possibility to learn. 
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them in practical situations. At Physiotherapy, KI, learning was seen as development, action and 

reaction, knowledge, possibility to act, connected to professionalism. Lecturers emphasised self-

learning, both theory and practice, and own thinking. They looked at learning as integration of all 

knowledge, as skills & attitudes incorporated. For some, it is simple a new knowledge acquisition, but 

also application in practice, and they see learning as individual and group processes. 

The lecturers at Social work, SU define learning when practice provides questions, and course gives 

answer, as social practice and experience. They see students, as self-learners in dialogue, creating their 

own knowledge, asking themselves questions. It is as a process in which knowledge with own expe-

rience is integrated, it is a climbing, extending, getting more; tool for learning is a conceptual ap-

paratus and processing; they see it as an individual complicated process and with others; as a result 

students are capable to perform
20

. Chemistry lectures, on the other hand, SU associate with learning 

discovery, understanding relationship between facts, structure and solving problems; create models, 

learn by yourself, active thinking seeing the connections, use data to understand and predict, asking 

why questions, not memorising, being quick in associating. Learning is to interpret, make obser-

vations, examine theories, understand new combinations, understand chemistry, and develop; learn 

knowledge not facts and use them; get practical skills in lab, experience how it functions, explain 

something, having an individual interest and being
21

.  

The lecturers at KTH see learning as (Telge campus) learn to learn, get background to understand 

context, attitude to knowledge; When information transforms to useful knowledge, and use even in 

other contexts, students just reproduce text without conclusions; Learning is integrating knowledge 

with oneself, experience and understanding of unknown, reflection and integration with oneself, use 

the knowledge, don‟t fix at exam, usefulness in life. The staffs at the main campus, KTH looks at 

learning in the following way: I want make students interested in subject, motivate them, and transmit 

knowledge. Learning is obvious, to get higher, to develop. It means to acquire knowledge that is 

predetermined, to understand. Learning changes by correcting afterwards, it is more practical, 

systematic methodological work. Learning by heart in mathematics is needed, solve problem, lan-

guage – learn vocabulary, conditions and methods of learning. Results of learning are changes in 

person, how old and new thinking works, it is academic, not error and trial, but routine is also needed. 

Learning includes practical and theoretical abilities, is a problem solving, were creativity, curiosity 

                                                           
20 One of male lecturer sees learning as having three actors: lecturer, literature and participant, where a balance should take 

place without lecturer domination. Students need a goal with learning; they do not understand that there are no truths. 

21 One lecturer sees a generation change, as students want to be thought and served, while before they were more independent 

and were reading more self. 
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and skills to count are needed; Learning is acquisition of new knowledge, in new context, not only 

repetition. Learning is to get knowledge, skills, and experience, teaching helps.  

Generally, the staff view on learning is rich and interesting, but very academic. It seems that this is an 

identity lectures will foster and promote. However, lecturers of professional programmes see learning 

more as a holistic phenomenon that all pieces of knowledge and skills go in. 

Discussion  

How are students learning identities related to different academic cultures‟ expectations and contexts? 

From the student stories being a non-traditional student in HE is to be an outsider, having to study 

alone and longing for “knowing how it works there”. Most of them study for a future profession and 

have difficulties with seeing the academy as a profession itself
22

. Most of them talk about themselves 

as good enough or as good as anyone else, in their studies and some define that they are independent 

learners, good in discussions and in creating knowledge, aspects also valued by the lecturers
23

. The 

students are afraid of failing
24

 and want to do well, but have difficulties and are not willing to play the 

part of the academic game related to “jump on others” to become top-students. Many want to become 

good professionals after their studies and are struggling about what that means
25

. 

 

Relating to the three identities previously discussed in this paper (Bron et al. 2010), Edward and Edit 

show a multiple integrated identity, they have a lot of previous life experience, are older, international 

and studying for learning not for becoming students. Emma, Erika and Elin show a floating identity, 

they struggle between who they are, what they are supposed to be and how they are suppose to learn. 

Eva‟s identity is adopted.  Even if she struggles she has adopted a Swedish identity, and begins to 

adopt an identity in the academy in wanting to become a doctoral student and with the focus on 

creating new knowledge. Age and previous changes in life as for example changing life and working 

careers, seem to be of importance for forming a multiple integrated identity and the socialization to the 

academy for forming an adopted identity. A floating identity could both be related to age or to being a 

                                                           
22 Edström (2009) shows in detail how non-traditional learners have easier in learning for a future profession than for the 

academy.  

23 Leathwood (2006) shows that there is a discourse of the independent learner in HE, which is inappropriate for the majority 

of students in a mass HE system.  

24 Quinn (2004) has earlier found that working-class students experience a tension between their class identity and the middle 

class study culture. They are facing a paradox of double failure. On the one hand they study to get a better job, on the other, if 

they fail and drop-out, they are risking a worse job than if they never entered. HE. 

25 Thunborg (2009) have earlier found that in their last study year, students in physiotherapy are anxious about not having the 

right qualifications for their occupation from their studies. 
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newcomer in academia. The students seem to be in a transitional space (Winnicott, 1971), floating 

(Bron, 2000) and trying to find themselves both in life and in the academia. 

 

Lecturers whom we interviewed, despite their attitudes towards own discipline and institution, seems 

to have adopted identity as well. They are socialised to traditional academy as a place for research, and 

had their habitus formed during their own study and academic career, or even earlier in the family 

(academic background). We could notice a double identity among these who experienced work outside 

academy, and see their role as a bridge between academy and practice, thus they show up a multiple 

integrated identity. However, even they see learning as an academic task, where problem solving, 

acquisition of new knowledge, creative and reflexive thinking are most important. Thus, the main role 

of staff is socialisation to own discipline and the logic of academy. Students, especially non-tradi-

tional, experience a clash between staff‟s expectation and their own desire to go through university 

and get a ticket to the labour market. 

 

Generally the higher status within an institution is related to the more disciplines is research oriented 

(hard or soft). With students attitudes‟ it is the opposite, the more related to the labour market values 

i.e. more applied, the more suitable for getting employment. Moreover a tendency towards instru-

mentalism of students‟ choices and learning strategies can be seen
26

. Thus, an academic interest is not 

common among students as they want to get a solid profession. The study for getting a profession 

could be seen as part of the working-class culture, where a job is more important than knowledge. It 

could however also be seen as part of the changed role of HE in society where it is seen purely as a 

system for regarding skills for national profit  and a longing for applied, technical, useful knowledge 

(Nussbaum, 2010).  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
26 This instrumentalism and vocationalism of HE is something that is fostered in the society, through educational policy and 

mass media. Expenses to HE shall lead to employment and occupation it is believed. Research and general knowledge do not 

have a high status in society. 
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